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Outlook/Exchange users generally get some errors and in such scenarios mail  operations cannot
be performed easily. Mail operations like sending an email, deleting  message, and moving an email
to other place cannot be performed effortlessly. Number  of problems comes across when users try
to send, move, or delete emails  forcefully. Bad behavior of PST file is  seen because of erroneous
issues in Outlook mailboxes. Oversized PST files play  crucial role to keep Outlook mailboxes with
lots of data items.

When data limit exceeds in Outlook mailboxes whether  those are ANSI PST format or Unicode PST
format, Outlook behaves abnormally and  users think to reduce the size of Outlook mailboxes. How
to split PST file this query  irritates Outlook users all the time. All such situations can be easily
handled  by reducing the size of Outlook PST mailboxes, for this purpose intelligent  external
applications work intelligently instead of using built in solutions.

Problems Because of Large PST Files

Exceeding allotted file size is the main cause of  showing bad behavior by Outlook emailing
application. For different versions of  Microsoft Outlook distinct file sizes are allotted by Microsoft. As
the size limitation varies with different  version of Outlook mailing application. Till now, two versions
of MSÂ® Outlook application (Outlook 2000 and 2002) have ANSI file format and rest of  all have
storage type is UNICODE format.

As we all know Outlook versions from Outlook 2003  having Unicode PST format with the data
storage 20 GB and when these files reach  to end of the size limit Outlook get slow in performance
and users face various  erroneous issues. To cut down all such corruption issues, users think to
reduce  size of PST file by eliminating unused data items. After deleting non-used emails,  contacts,
calendars, tasks etc users do not get the smooth execution in Outlook  and they get worried how to
split PST files easily.

How To Split PST Files Effortlessly

To  short out oversized PST file issues, it is good practice to go with tested  external application
instead of using some non-professional application because  with usage of non-commercial
application chances of PST data loss increases. Split PST  software is one finest solution to cut
down the size of large PST file by  splitting file into some smaller pieces as well as it does not
convert or  change original properties of PST files. Users can also go with remote  installation
services availed by organization for dividing large PST files into smaller.
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OST Recovery, Export GroupWise, and many more applications are there in huge  collection of
organization. a Split PST tool that resolves the query a how to split  PST is designed to divide large
PST file into smaller pieces.
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